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Disclaimers
Forward Looking Statements
This discussion includes certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking statements” that are subject to risks and uncertainty. All statements, other than statements of historical
facts included in this discussion, including, without limitation, those regarding FLYHT Aerospace Solutions Ltd.’s ("FLYHT" or the "Company’s") financial position, business strategy,
projected costs, future plans, projected revenues, objectives of management for future operations, the Company’s ability to meet any repayment obligations, the use of non-GAAP financial
measures, trends in the airline industry, the global financial outlook, expanding markets, research and development of next generation products and any government assistance in financing
such developments, foreign exchange rate outlooks, new revenue streams and sales projections, cost increases as related to marketing, research and development (including AFIRS 228),
administration expenses, and litigation matters, may be or include forward-looking statements. Although the Company believes the expectations expressed in such forward-looking
statements are based on a number of reasonable assumptions regarding the Canadian, U.S., and global economic environments, local and foreign government policies/regulations and
actions and assumptions made based upon discussions to date with the Company’s customers and advisers, such statements are not guarantees of future performance and actual results
or developments may differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements
include production rates, timing for product deliveries and installations, Canadian, U.S., and foreign government activities, volatility of the aviation market for the Company’s products and
services, factors that result in significant and prolonged disruption of air travel worldwide, U.S. military activity, market prices, foreign exchange rates, continued availability of capital and
financing and general economic, market, or business conditions in the aviation industry, worldwide political stability or any effect those may have on our customer base. Investors are
cautioned that any such statements are not guarantees of future performance and that actual results or developments may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking
statements.
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to have
been correct. The Company cannot assure investors that actual results will be consistent with any forward-looking statements; accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on
forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained herein are current only as of the date of this document. The Company disclaims any intentions or obligation to
update or revise any forward-looking statements or comments as a result of any new information, future event or otherwise, unless such disclosure is required by law.
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“Investors may not fully appreciate that a massive digital revolution is (as we speak)
sweeping across the global airline industry, touching every aspect of an airline's
business, and especially operations. FLYHT has been active in this space for over
20 years, so is better positioned than any competitor to anticipate the industry's
needs, and to lead this digital wave from the front.”
-- Barry Eccleston, retired CEO Airbus America

FLYHT delivers Actionable Intelligence for
day of operations to the global aviation industry.
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What Industry Is Telling Us
“I am removing delay codes which
have existed forever because the
‘somebody gets blamed’ culture
does nothing to focus on doing the
right thing for the customer.”
-- Scott Kirby,

CEO1

AF0
“I don’t want another report,

dashboard, email … We need to
change the actions to prevent the
cost, not find out about it later.”

(1 )WSJ interview, September 14, 2021
https://www.wsj.com/video/united-airlines-ceo-is-using-data-to-improve-work-culture/57344B72-1F2F-4FAE-B705-B162B222B577.html
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“If we have an APU running and we
are paying for gate power, I need
the station attendant to explain why
or fix the issue. We have no
visibility today and no way to force
an action to fix a problem before it
costs us money.”

Slide 4
AF0

can we attach the WJ & F quotes to specific ppl as well?
Alana Forbes, 2021-11-04T21:20:11.613

Day of Operations SaaS Driven Savings
Turn Arounds

Irregular
Operations

Fuel

Improved passenger satisfaction

Better visibility into unplanned events

Reinforce 7 IATA fuel initiatives

Reduce ground delays

Improve passenger satisfaction

Track and report CORSIA metrics

Improve asset utilization

Reduce costs of reassigning travel

Manage Tankering vs cost metrics

Projected Savings 0.5%

Projected Savings 0.5%

Reduce crew costs
Increase Profits by 1%

FLYHT tools can save an operator of a 100 aircraft fleet
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>$120 million over 3 years

Well-Positioned in Large Addressable Market
There are a substantial number of aircraft globally that FLYHT can impact with its solutions

Total Aviation1
Represents the total number of aircraft in operation globally

Total Aircraft
40,000

Commercial Aircraft
25,000

FLYHT Today

(1) According to aviation analysts Ascend
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FLYHT
3,000

20 Years of Data Services
Number of customer flights enabled by
AFIRSTM and UpTimeTM services

>3M
flights

>4M
hours

(1) FLYHT data
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Building Relationships for 20 Years – Average 6 Years:
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Building on 20 Years of Experience and Relationships
 Unique position to lead the 4th industrial
revolution (advances in AI, IoT, ML)
 Customers can't afford to build technology in
house and aren’t solutions specialists
 FLYHT’s customer agreements give us access to
data no one else has
 Customers want to find cost savings without
spending money
 Extract maximum profit from all assets through
better day of operations cost controls
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Too Much Data, Not Enough Action (Data Provision vs SaaS)
We are data specialists, particularly on wing data collection and analysis
For years we have been the data pipe, now we are the machine learning experts that will drive decisions
We shine the light on problems before they become costs
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FLYHT Accomplishments
During the pandemic downturn, FLYHT reinvented its business model to emerge as the
global aviation leader in Actionable Intelligence (“AI”)


Shifted company focus from hardware Satcom solutions provider to Recurring Revenue SaaS. Take
advantage or our lead in the 4th Industrial Revolution



Launched world's first 5G/LTE Quick Access Recorder (wQAR) as the aviation industry migrates from
2G/3G technology and introduced the first comprehensive AI solution for airlines



FLYHT currently has 100% customer retention of all pre-pandemic customers, confirming that FLYHT
products and services are vital to airline operations and critical to an airline’s success

Operational Excellence




Realized $2 million of permanent run-rate cost savings
$26 million in backlog with >50% recurring @ >65% margin

Financial Strength




$6.6 million non-brokered private placement
Debt is $3.6 million of no-interest & low-interest loans from Canadian government



Strengthened executive leadership team and Board of Directors with both internal promotions and key
external hires such as Willie Cecil and Bruce Gowling



Initiated M&A strategy to build premier source of real-time aviation data with the water vapor sensing
system from Spectra Sensors. Began preparation for a 2022 uplist to the Nasdaq

Strategic Focus

Technology Leadership

Customer Relationships

Leadership Team

M&A / U.S. Up list
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Globally Diversified Business: LTM Revenue
North America

Europe

58%

4%

(1) Numbers may not total to 100% due to rounding.
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Rest of World

39%

Targeting the Rule of 40
“Leading players incubate new businesses thoughtfully, selecting micro domains based on a deep understanding of
customer personas.”*
Revenue growth targets of 30% +
Targeting EBITDA positive for 2022
After 3 years look for Last Twelve Month (LTM) cash flow over 40% of revenue
Sales Focus on Retain‐Acquire‐Develop‐Optimize (RADO)
−
−
−
−

Current customers given the option to be early adopters
Acquire new customers with new offerings and new airlines emerging
Develop tools specific for day of operations improvements
Optimize our offerings to fit any size customer

Incremental revenues from existing customers is our low hanging fruit.
“Upskilling their customer success team helped put them on track to gain a ten‐percentage‐point improvement in NRR.”*
*McKinsey SaaS and the Rule of 40 keys https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology‐media‐and‐telecommunications/our‐insights/saas‐and‐the‐rule‐of‐40‐keys‐to‐the‐critical‐value‐creation‐metric
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Leaders In Technology And Innovation
Management

Bill Tempany
CEO

Alana Forbes
CFO

Derek Taylor
VP Sales &
Marketing

Kent Jacobs
Technical
Fellow

Darrel Deane
VP Solutions

Board of
Directors

Nina
Jonsson

Bill
Tempany

Chairman of the Board CEO, FLYHT
Viking Fleet Advisors; Aerospace Solutions
Plane View Partners
Ltd.
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Jack
Olcott

Brent
Rosenthal

Cpt. Mary
McMillan

Paul
Takalo

Doug
Marlin

Mike
Brown

Former President
National Business
Aviation Association

Mountain Hawk
Capital Partners

Former VP Inmarsat;
Airline Pilot

CPA, CA
Audit Chair

Software
Entrepreneur; Marlin
Ventures

Partner, Nanaimo
Law

ESG Contributions and Statistics
• Specialty fuel reporting
• CORSIA expertise and reporting
• Tie results to crews, routes, aircraft …
• Manage fuel by load customization
• Real-time weather observations
• Aircraft health monitoring for rigging or
engine adjustments
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“FLYHT takes ESG responsibility seriously
in how it does business, supporting the
global aviation industry in operating more
profitably while helping make a positive
impact in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions associated with their operations.”
-- Bill Tempany, CEO

Why FLY Should Be On Your Screen
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Airline customers requiring digital solutions



SaaS focused growth with Rule of 40 goals



Large installed customer base offers upsell opportunity



2G/3G obsolescence driving 4G/5G opportunities



Multi-program Amazon partner



Global presence, reach, connectivity



Pursuing organic and inorganic growth



Experienced management team



Healthy balance sheet



Exclusive airborne humidity soundings provider
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Thank you for
your interest
Alana Forbes
Matt Chesler
Chief Financial Officer FNK IR
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403.291.7437

646.809.2183

investors@flyht.com

matt@fnkir.com

